Abstract Chloride ions are essential for proper function of the photosynthetic oxygen-evolving complex (OEC) of Photosystem II (PS II). Although proposed to be directly ligated to the Mn cluster of the OEC, the specific structural and mechanistic roles of chloride remain unresolved. This study utilizes X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) to characterize the Mn-Cl interaction in inorganic compounds that contain structural motifs similar to those proposed for the OEC. Three sets of model compounds are examined; they possess core structures Mn IV 3 O 4 X (X=Cl, F, or OH) that contain a di-l-oxo and two mono-l-oxo bridges or Mn IV 2 O 2 X (X=Cl, F, OH, OAc) that contain a di-l-oxo bridge. Each set of compounds is examined for changes in the XAS spectra that are attributable to the replacement of a terminal OH or F ligand, or bridging OAc ligand, by a terminal Cl ligand. The X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) shows changes in the spectra on replacement of OH, OAc, or F by Cl ligands that are indicative of the overall charge of the metal atom and are consistent with the electronegativity of the ligand atom. Fourier transforms (FTs) of the extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectra reveal a feature that is present only in compounds where chloride is directly ligated to Mn. These FT features were simulated using various calculated Mn-X interactions (X=O, N, Cl, F), and the best fits were found when a Mn-Cl interaction at a 2.2-2.3 Å bond distance was included. There are very few high-valent Mn halide complexes that have been synthesized, and it is important to make such a comparative study of the XANES and EXAFS spectra because they have the potential for providing information about the possible presence or absence of halide ligation to the Mn cluster in PS II.
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Introduction
The oxygen-evolving complex (OEC) of Photosystem II (PS II) is a tetranuclear manganese cluster that catalyzes the oxidation of water to dioxygen in a multistep process that requires Ca and Cl for proper function of the catalytic center. The OEC is driven by light to cycle through five different stages, called S-states (S 0 -S 4 ), collecting four oxidizing equivalents before releasing dioxygen [1] . Recent X-ray diffraction measurements have led to a structure of the PS II complex from thermophilic cyanobacteria [2, 3] , but at the present resolution it is not possible to discern the presence or absence of Cl ligation to Mn in the OEC. X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is a useful tool to directly probe the metal cluster within the PS II membrane protein and has provided a basis for a working structural model of the OEC [4, 5] . As has been the case with other protein-bound metal centers, the success of gaining structural parameters from the extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectra has motivated the synthesis of structurally relevant model complexes. XAS studies of Mn inorganic compounds with known structures that mimic motifs of the proposed OEC structure have already proved beneficial in interpreting the PS II data (for reviews see [6, 7] ). However, few studies have addressed the possibility of whether a Mn-halide interaction can be detected by XAS in multinuclear Mn complexes; thus the set of compounds in this study are chosen to clarify this specific aspect of the structure of the Mn OEC.
It has been known for some time that chloride is an essential cofactor in the proper function of the OEC, but its specific structural and mechanistic roles remain controversial [8, 9, 10] . There is one functional Cl ) per PS II unit [11] , and it is unclear whether it is directly ligated to Mn in any of the five S-states of the oxidation cycle [12] . Studies of the OEC steady-state kinetics with functional substitutions using Br ) or NO 3 ) indicate that Cl ) is closely associated with the OEC core rather than with the protein matrix and is necessary for the S 2 fi S 3 and S 3 fi S 0 transitions of the water oxidation cycle [10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16] .
The Mn XAS of three sets of inorganic model compounds in this study document the spectroscopic effect of direct chloride ligation to Mn. All of the compounds have manganese atoms in the +4 oxidation state and, as shown in Fig. 1 Mn X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) and EXAFS are sensitive to these ligand substitutions and can show whether the changes are significant enough to be applied to systems where the structure is not known so as to detect Mn-Cl ligation. The XANES results show that the trends in K-edge energy are consistent with the electronegativities of the ligands, but do not provide more than a qualitative understanding. The EXAFS results show that replacement of bridging OAc or terminal OH and F by Cl in structurally homologous sets is easily detectable and that this might provide a method for detecting such replacements in systems of unknown structures such as the OEC.
Materials and methods

Sample preparation
The model compounds used in this study were prepared and characterized in different laboratories ( [17, 18, 19] 3 . All compounds contain Mn in the +4 oxidation state, and a schematic of the core structures is presented in Fig. 1 . For convenience in the text discussion, the compounds are labeled according to the number of Mn atoms and the differentiating ligand of interest as follows: Mn 3 Cl, Mn 3 F, and Mn 3 OH for the Mn trinuclear compounds; Mn 2 Cl 2 (b), Mn 2 OAc(b) for the Mn binuclear compounds containing (bpea) ligands, and Mn 2 Cl 2 (t), Mn 2 F 2 (t) for those containing (tacn) ligands. Samples for XAS measurements were prepared by carefully mixing each compound with boron nitride in a 1:10 ratio and then packing this powder mixture into 0.5-mm thick aluminum sample holders (4 mm·20 mm) sealed with Mylar windows.
X-ray absorption spectroscopy XAS data were collected at beam line 2-3 of the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory, operating at 3.0 GeV with beam currents between 70 and 100 mA. A monochromator outfitted with Si<220> crystals, detuned to 50% to reject higher harmonics, was used to provide radiation in the 6.4-7.1 keV energy range. The sample temperature was maintained at 10±2 K with a liquid helium cryostat (Oxford Instruments, Concord, Mass.). Data were collected as fluorescence excitation spectra using a Lytle detector [20, 21] filled with argon gas and placed orthogonal to the incident beam. The fluorescence signal was divided by the incident photon flux detected at the first ionization chamber (filled with N 2 gas) to obtain the absorption. Scans were collected from 6520 to 7100 eV, with step sizes of 0.2 eV in the XANES region (6535-6575 eV) and 0.5 Å )1 in the EXAFS region (k=2-12 Å
)1
). Energy calibration was achieved by reference to the position of the maximum pre-edge XAS feature from KMnO 4 (6543.3 eV, FWHM £ 1.7 eV) taken simultaneously. Two to eight scans were averaged for each sample. Refer to [22] for further details of XAS data collection.
XAS data analysis
The method of data preparation for XANES and EXAFS analysis has been previously documented [23, 24, 25] and is briefly summarized here. For each sample, all measured absorption scans were calibrated and then combined to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The pre-edge background was fit to a straight line and subtracted from the spectra. The data were then divided by the Mn free-atom absorption and normalized to unity at the absorption edge by extrapolating a quadratic line fit from the post-edge region to intersect with the rising edge. The K-edge energy position was deduced from the inflection point energy (IPE) of the main absorption edge as determined from the first zero crossing of its second derivative. Analytical differentiation of the absorption edge utilized a third-order polynomial fit over a 5 eV region (±2.5 eV from each data point), a range typically used for PS II XAS data.
For analysis of the EXAFS spectrum, an initial background removal was performed by fitting a quadratic or polynomial line to the post-edge region and subtracting it from the spectra. As described in Cinco et al. [23] , the resulting spectra were then converted into a photoelectron wave vector ''k-space'' and weighted byk 3 . A spline function was subtracted prior to performing a Fourier transform (FT). The FT contains peaks appearing at apparent distances R¢, representing scatterers at an average distance R from Mn. Owing to the phase shift, the apparent distance R¢ is generally less than the actual distance R by 0.2-0.5 Å .
The FT peaks at R¢>1 Å were isolated both individually (when a clear separation is possible) or in groups, and were back-transformed for fitting to single-scattering amplitude and phase functions calculated using the program FEFF [26, 27] . The crystal structure coordinates of a representative compound from each core set of compounds were used to calculate the FEFF functions used in the least-squares curve fitting of the isolated FT peaks. The fit extracts four parameters: R, N, r 2 andE 0 , whereN represents the number of scatterers (per Mn) at distance R and r 2 is the DebyeWaller factor. No firm theoretical basis exists to guide the choice of E 0 ; therefore it was also treated as a variable parameter and was constrained to be equal for all shells in the fit to reduce the number of free parameters in the fits. If a compound had available structural data from XRD measurements, the known coordination numbers were used as fixed parameters (N) in the EXAFS fits while all other parameters were allowed to vary. For substantiation of this approach, we also allowed all parameters to vary within physically reasonable upper and lower limits, and these results are included in a section of Supplementary Tables (available online) . The quality of the fit was inspected visually for its overall ''envelope'' shape and was judged quantitatively by the sum of residuals between the simulation and the experimental data. This normalized error F is calculated from the number of data points N, the experimental and calculated EXAFS data v(k i ), and a normalization factor s i as follows:
Results
Mn XANES
The Mn K-edge absorption spectra of the three sets of compounds are presented in Fig. 2 , and their respective second derivatives are shown in Fig. 3 . The trinuclear Mn compounds ( Fig. 2A ) exhibit a higher intensity in the pre-edge regions ($6540 eV) than the binuclear Mn compounds. This forbidden transition [1s fi 3d] is noticeably more intense for the Mn 3 OH compound than for the other trinuclear Mn compounds. A distortion in the core structure of this compound (observed in the XRD) [19] and the reduction in the symmetry of the molecule presumably enhance the ''allowedness'' of the otherwise forbidden transition. Relative differences in the XANES edge region are better observed in the second derivative of the absorption band; Fig. 3A shows that all three trinuclear compounds have remarkably similar band shapes, albeit different ''zero-crossing'' positions. The IPE or Mn K-edge energy of the three compounds appears to correlate with the electronegativity of the differing Cl, F, and O ligands. The more electronegative the ligand (d F >d O >d Cl ), the higher the energy necessary for Mn absorption. The set of four binuclear Mn compounds share the same Mn 2 O 2 core structure and so are grouped according to the terminal ligands (bpea and tacn). The second derivatives of the XANES (Fig. 3B, C) show that within each group there is general similarity in the absorption band shape and K-edge energy. The aromatic bpea terminal ligands influence the overall Mn environment towards lower K-edge energy values. Like the trinuclear Mn compounds, electronegativity plays a role in the Mn edge energy of each binuclear Mn compound. In the tacn pair (Fig. 3C) , the fluoride-containing compound Mn 2 F 2 (t) has a higher IPE than the less electronegative Mn 2 Cl 2 (t), while in the bpea set the difference in IPE values for the chloride and acetate ligands is very small (0.07 eV). Although oxygen is more electronegative than chloride (d O =3.44, d Cl =3.16), the contrast is not so great as oxygen compared to fluoride (d F =3.98). Additionally, differences in the symmetry of the Mn 2 OAc(b) core structure imposed by the rigidity of the acetate bridge may interfere with an unambiguous determination of the electronegative contribution from the Cl and O ligands. Although qualitative correlations can be derived from XANES while comparing complexes of similar core structure, this example demonstrates the difficulty of reducing the complexity of these absorption edges to a single numerical value when there are significant changes in the surrounding structure.
Mn EXAFS Figure 4 shows the k 3 -weighted EXAFS spectrum of each compound; the FT of the EXAFS spectrum of each compound is shown in Fig. 5 . The k-space spectra for each set of compounds (Fig. 4) show that replacement of OAc, OH, or F by Cl gives rise to significant changes in the spectra, both in the amplitude and the frequency of the EXAFS modulations. The replacement of the bridging OAc by terminal Cl ligands produces the most dramatic change in the k-space spectrum. This is expected because the Mn-Mn distance in these two compounds is noticeably different: 2.76 Å in Mn 2 Cl 2 (b) and 2.58 Å in Mn 2 OAc(b) [18, 19] . In addition, the Mn-Cl distance (2.27 Å ) in Mn 2 Cl 2 (b) is longer than the average Mn-O distance of the acetate bridge in Mn 2 OAc(b) (1.94 Å ). The changes seen in the k-space spectrum are more easily observable in the FTs (Fig. 5) of the EXAFS spectra shown in Fig. 4 . The FT peak labeled I (in Fig. 5 ) contains the backscattering from bridging O, and terminal O and N, ligands at distances of $1.8-2 Å to the Mn. Fourier peak III contains backscattering from the bridged Mn atoms in these multinuclear complexes. In Fig. 5A , peak III is split into two, indicating the presence of a 2.7 Å Mn-Mn distance from di-l-oxobridged Mn atoms and also a 3.3 Å Mn-Mn distance from the mono-l-oxo-bridged Mn atoms. Most importantly from the perspective of this study, the FTs show that only the chloride-containing compounds have a unique feature near apparent distance R¢=1.7 Å (peak II) that is absent or attenuated in the other compounds. Isolating this Fourier peak II and fitting its back-transformed k-space spectrum (i.e., Fourier filtering) with calculated Mn-X pairs of known identity and bond length reveals the characteristics of the interacting ligand. Because it is not possible to fully separate this FT peak from the neighboring interactions, the R¢=1.7 Å peak II in each case is filtered together with the strongest neighboring interactions, as a group, for the fitting analysis. The following method was used for the fitting analysis: the coordination numbers (N) were fixed at integral values derived from the structure when it is known and all other parameters were allowed to vary between physically reasonable constraints. For validation of this approach, fits were also carried out where all parameters were allowed to vary. The resulting fits behaved similarly regardless of whether N was fixed and the results from these simulations are included in the Supplementary Tables section. The fits of the chloridecontaining compounds are described below.
The FT profile of the Mn 3 Cl compound (Fig. 5A ) shows a shoulder near R¢=1.7 Å , which was isolated along with the first peak. Table 1 contains the parameters used in simulating the Fourier-filtered EXAFS wave with calculated interaction shells (Mn-O, Mn-N, and Mn-Cl) to represent the nearest atoms to Mn. The graphical results of the best simulations are plotted along with the isolated data in Fig. 6 . In each fit, bridging oxygens are grouped apart from the terminal ligands. An initial two-shell simulation of the Mn 3 Cl compound ( Table 1, Although not included in this study, parallel fits of the Mn 3 F and Mn 3 OH compounds were systematically carried out to document the effect of using a Mn-Cl interaction shell when there is no chloride present in the compound. This exercise showed that the initial twoshell simulation worsens as expected when a Mn-Cl Fit label Atomic interaction Tables S4 and S5 ). Although it may be difficult to identify Cl unequivocally from any one complex, it is clear from the comparison of the FTs between the Mn 3 F, Mn 3 OH, and Mn 3 Cl complexes that the FT for the Cl-containing complex is distinct. This is the kind of comparison between Cl-containing and Cl-free PS II that we envision for the future. The EXAFS simulations of the binuclear Mn compounds lead to similar conclusions to Mn 3 Cl. Both show strong peaks near R¢=1.7 Å which can be isolated along with the nearest FT features. In Mn 2 Cl 2 (b), the middle peak feature cannot be cleanly separated from the longer distance interactions so the entire three-peak profile has been filtered and analyzed as a group (Table 2, Fig. 6 ). Because this FT isolate includes all three peaks and expands to R¢%3 Å , longer distance interactions like Mn-C must be included in the simulation. A good fit is already obtained starting with a four-shell simulation (Fit 2-1) representing all core and terminal ligands except for Cl. As in Mn 3 Cl, this initial fit was improved upon adding another short-range interaction at a fixed coordination N=1.0. Table 2 Figure 6B shows the best fit to the data.
shows that the simulation including Mn-Cl (D[F]=)50%) is a better choice than Mn-O (D[F]=)36%). The Mn-Cl distance obtained from the fit is 2.21 Å and is comparable to that measured through XRD (2.273 Å ).
In the case of Mn 2 Cl 2 (t), there is no available XRD structure. Assuming from the compositional analysis that it has a core structure similar to Mn 2 Cl 2 (b), the coordination values in each fit have been fixed analogously. FT peaks I and II (Fig. 5C ) are isolated together and the resulting fit parameters are reported in Table 3 , while the best simulation and data are plotted in Fig. 6 . The error sum F is once again lowest in the simulation that includes a Mn-Cl interaction shell over other likely Mn-O or Mn-N shells. The resulting Mn-Cl bond distance (R=2.27 Å ) is comparable to those of the other two compounds. Relaxing all fit parameters to find the lowest mathematical minimum arrives at the same Fig. 6 Fourier-filtered k-space EXAFS oscillation corresponding to FT peaks I and II of Mn 3 Cl (shown in Fig. 5A ), FT peaks I, II, and III of Mn 2 Cl 2 (b) (shown in Fig. 5B ), and FT peaks I and II of Mn 2 Cl 2 (t) (shown in Fig. 5C ). In each case, the isolated data are compared with the simulation that includes a Mn-Cl interaction shell. The atomic interaction shells used and the resulting parameters from each fit are detailed in Tables 1, 2, and  3respectively   Table 2 Parameters obtained from simulations of isolated EXAFS Fourier transform peaks (I, II, III) of Mn 2 Cl 2 (b). Coordination numbers (N) have been fixed according to published XRD data [18] and interatomic distances obtained by XRD are included for comparison. D [F] shows the relative improvement to the normalized error sum F from fit 2-1. The isolated FT data and resulting simulated best fit are shown in Fig. 6 Fit label Atomic interaction 
(b). D[F]
shows the relative improvement to the normalized error sum F from fit 3-1. The isolated FT data and resulting simulated best fit are shown in Fig. 6 Fit label Atomic interaction general result, namely that the Mn-Cl vector is significantly superior to the alternative Mn-O at the same distance (R%2.2 Å ).
Discussion
Mn XANES
The XANES region is rich with information and has thus far eluded complete theoretical analysis. One of the experimental measures typically reported for K-edge spectra is the ionization energy. Taken as the first zerocrossing observed in the calculated second-derivative function of the main absorption edge, this so-called ''edge energy'' or inflection point energy (IPE), although widely reported, is by itself an incomplete representation of the K-edge absorption. Although it is a qualitatively adequate practice to compare the IPE values of two related compounds, it is only a starting point; the structure-rich profile of the second-derivative absorption spectrum should also be taken into consideration. This study addresses the influence of the ligand environment on the observed Mn XAS, especially in relation to chloride ligation. This is an issue that is directly relevant to the proposed water oxidation mechanism of PS II [28, 29] and the unresolved role of the chloride co-factor. Because XANES records a 1s fi 4p absorption transition (K-edge), the Mn absorption edge is sensitive to both oxidation state and surrounding ligands [30] . The compounds chosen for this study have manganese in the +4 oxidation state and have been separated into three sets according to the number of Mn atoms and the nature of the terminal ligand group. With the Mn oxidation state kept constant, the effect of the surrounding ligands on the Mn absorption edge can be systematically evaluated.
Although all of the compounds in this study have the same formal Mn 4+ oxidation state, the variations seen in the Mn XANES show that the K-edge is sensitive to changes in the effective charge of the Mn induced by the electron-donating character of the ligating atoms [31] . This effect is best observed for two structurally similar Mn compounds with different halide ligands. The greater electronegativity of the F ligand draws electrons away from the Mn 4+ core and therefore shifts the Kedge absorption towards a higher energy relative to that for a Cl ligand. The difference in IPE between Mn 2 Cl 2 (t) and Mn 2 F 2 (t) is 0.85 eV (Fig. 3C) , while in the set of trinuclear Mn compounds (Mn 3 Cl vs. Mn 3 F) it is 0.5 eV. Although different in magnitude, the similarity in behavior distinctly places the compounds containing fluoride at a higher IPE than those containing chloride ligands. This trend is consistent with previous observations made on tetranuclear Mn cubane compounds containing a single Cl or F ligand directly ligated to three of the four Mn atoms [23] . In that case, the Mn Kedge energy (determined from IPE taken at 6 eV) was 2.8 eV higher for the fluoride-containing cubane relative to the non-halide cubane. The higher electronegativity of fluoride clearly affects the Mn absorption profile in a consistent manner.
In contrast, the comparison between Cl and O ligands is not so clearly ordered according to electronegativity. As noted in the Results section, the structural changes imposed by an acetate bridge in the case of the Mn 2 OAc(b), and hydrogen bonding in Mn 3 OH, affect the K-edge energy; thus, the IPE values cannot be directly compared with those of their chloride-containing analogs. Such subtle structural changes in the entire surrounding ligand environment of the Mn have a complex effect on the observed XANES. The differences in the K-edge profiles (accentuated in the second derivative shown in Fig. 3 ) between the two sets of binuclear Mn compounds show that the terminal ligand environment (tacn vs. bpea) has a significant effect on the Mn XANES despite the similarity in the core structure and halide ligand. Aromatic ligands have unoccupied p* orbitals which can have strong p back-bonding interactions with the Mn d-orbitals. The shape of the absorption K-edge is remarkably different for Mn 2 Cl 2 (t) and Mn 2 Cl 2 (b), and the edge energy for the binuclear Mn compounds containing the aromatic bpea ligands is generally lower than that of the tacn compounds. All of these structural factors impede a direct comparison of the IPE values between compounds containing chloride in place of oxygen ligands.
Lastly, the XANES region can be affected not only by the covalency but also by the symmetry of the metal center [29, 30] . Less susceptible to changes in the valence environment of the metal, the ''forbidden'' 1s fi 3d preedge (XANESMn 3 OH pre-edge is noticeably higher than that of the other compounds. This change in the symmetry of the metal center is confirmed by XRD measurements [19] , which show that there is hydrogen bonding between the OH group and the oxygens bridging the Mn, resulting in a distortion of the core structure.
Further study of model compounds is needed to fully understand the nature of the substructures seen in absorption K-edges and to solidify correlations between differences in chemical structure and observed spectra. Although an indicator of Mn-ligand interactions, IPE values cannot be used in isolation without further consideration of the chemical structure or other environmental factors.
Mn EXAFS
The sets of compounds chosen for this study address the effect of the absence or presence of Cl on the observed Mn XAS and the potential impact for studying the structural role of the chloride cofactor in PS II. Within each set of compounds, the chloride-containing compound is distinguished by a peak in the FT profile (Fig. 5) near apparent distance R¢=1.7 Å that is absent or greatly decreased in the non-chloride-containing compounds. The XRD measurements of Mn 2 Cl 2 (b) and Mn 3 Cl show that the Mn-Cl bond is longer than the Mn-F and Mn-OH bonds in Mn 2 F 2 (t), Mn 3 F, and Mn 3 OH ( [18, 19] , Armstrong WH, Pal S, Mukhopadhyay S, Mok HJ, Wright DW, manuscript in preparation). This longer bond distance separates the Mn-Cl interaction from the other short bond distances (Mn-O and Mn-N), resulting in a distinct shoulder or peak in the FT profile. Fourier filtering of these features and fitting ink-space with simulated phase and amplitude functions of known interatomic interactions and distance allows us to assign these features to Mn-Cl interactions.
Because crystallographic structures are available for Mn 3 Cl and for Mn 2 Cl 2 (b), the results of the XRD measurements are included in Tables 1 and 2 for comparison with the EXAFS fit simulations. The results from the two methods are in good agreement. In the best fit for each compound, the largest difference in bond distances is 0.067 Å . When all parameters are allowed to vary, the bond distances remain consistent and the resulting coordination numbers arrive within 25% of the expected XRD values. This gives us confidence that the resulting EXAFS fit simulations are accurate for the unknown structure of Mn 2 Cl 2 (t) and that the observed peak at R¢%1.7 Å in all three chloride-containing compounds is indeed due to a Mn-Cl interaction.
The phase and amplitude functions used in the fitting procedure were calculated using the coordinates for a compound with the same core structure. Therefore, the binuclear Mn compounds were fit using a slightly different set of functions from those used for the trinuclear Mn compounds. This implicitly assumes that we have some idea of the starting point of the structure that guides the iteration procedure to obtain the best fit of the data. Because this is a situation that is not possible for a metalloprotein system like PS II, we attempted fits of the FT peaks near R¢%1.7 Å using simulated functions that were not selected or separated according to core structure. The fits produced using these simple two-atom (Mn-backscatterer) functions were not so satisfactory overall, but the underlying result was the same: fits containing a Mn-Cl interaction (at $2.3 Å ) were superior to those containing a Mn-O interaction at a similar distance. The characteristic shape of the Mn-Cl backscatter function cannot be easily simulated by that of Mn-F or Mn-O, which are difficult to distinguish from each other; the fit containing Mn-Cl stands out clearly as the best fit in the chloride-containing compounds regardless of the starting assumption of Mn core structure. The comparison of the individual Mn-O, Mn-F, and Mn-Cl backscatter functions with an interatomic distance of 2.2 Å is shown in Supplementary Fig. S1 .
Conclusions
This study demonstrates that XAS can be used to detect Mn-Cl ligation in a set of Mn compounds that possess the same Mn oxidation state and similar core structures. The XANES data show that the K-edge energies of structurally analogous compounds with different halides (Cl versus F) show a detectable decrease in the Mn Kedge energy with decreasing ligand electronegativity. However, the comparison between Cl and O is not conclusive, owing to differences in the structures of Mn 2 OAc(b) and Mn 3 OH, as compared to the chloride containing compounds. This finding has implications for the interpretation of the OEC XANES data. First, the Cl/Mn atom ratio in the OEC is 1/4 [11] , while in these compounds it is 1/1 or 1/3. Thus, the effect of direct chloride ligation among the Mn-O bonds in the OEC may not be easily detected in the Mn K-edge, although chloride has a somewhat lower electronegativity than oxygen. Second, slight changes among the core structures of the model compounds have an effect on the observed XANES. This means that significant changes in the Mn K-edge energy cannot be attributed solely to changes in the Mn oxidation state, but can also be the result of structural rearrangement due to chloride binding or releasing at different stages of the water oxidation cycle. The evaluation of XANES is strengthened by coupling with other techniques like XRD or XRF (X-ray fluorescence) [32] .
In the post-edge region, the k-space view of the EX-AFS profile in each set of model compounds shows that the amplitude and frequency is affected by the longer Mn-Mn and Mn-Cl bond distances found in the chloride-containing compounds. In fact, it may be this longer Mn-Cl bond that allows detection in the FT profile where a peak or shoulder appears near R¢=1.7 Å . Simulations of these features fit best to MnCl interactions with a $2.3 Å bond distance; in the case of Mn 3 Cl and Mn 2 Cl 2 (b), all structural parameters obtained from the EXAFS data are in good agreement with available results from XRD measurements. This validation gives us confidence that interpretation of the EXAFS data from the unknown Mn 2 Cl 2 (t) structure is also accurate. Furthermore, EXAFS measurements are able to detect changes in the OEC structure as it cycles through the five S-states of the water oxidation process. Chloride has been shown to be a necessary cofactor during the S 2 fi S 3 transition [10, 11, 13] , but it is unknown whether it is directly ligated to the Mn core of the OEC. Polarized Mn EXAFS measurements of PS II samples poised in the S 3 -state showed considerable dichroism and significant structural changes compared to the S 2 -state [33] . The FT of the EXAFS spectrum from the S 3 -state data clearly shows a Fourier peak near R¢%1.9 Å . Although this apparent distance is longer than that found in the chloride-containing model complexes in this study, the isolated k-space profiles are similar. Simulations of this R¢%1.9 Å feature in PS II revealed that the best fit is a Mn-Cl interaction with a 2.2 Å bond distance, suggestive that chloride may be a direct ligand of Mn during the S 3 -state. The results from the model compounds presented in this paper support that conclusion.
